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About the lecturer 

 

Binh Tran-Nam 

BEc (Hons) James Cook  MEc ANU  PhD UNSW 

Binh Tran-Nam currently holds joint appoitnments as Professor in the 

Asia Graduate Centre/Centre of Commerce and Management at RMIT 

University Vietnam and Associate Professor in the School of Taxation 

and Business Law (Atax) within the UNSW Business School of the 

University of New South Wales (UNSW) Australia. 

He was born in Hai Phong and grew up in Sai Gon, Vietnam. 

Upon completing high school, he received a Colombo Plan 

scholarship to study in Australia. He obtained a Bachelor Degree in 

economics (first class honours and university medal) from James 

Cook University in 1976. Subsequently he won an Australian National 

University (ANU) Scholarship to complete a Masters Degree in 

economics by course work at the ANU. His association with the 

UNSW Australia began in 1978, when he was awarded a 

Commonwealth Postgraduate Research Award to undertake a doctoral 

degree in economics. 

Since his graduation from UNSW Australia, Binh has held teaching 

appointments at the University of Auckland, Deakin University, 

UNSW Australia, University of Technology Sydney, Nagoya City 

University, University of California (Santa Barbara), Vietnam 

National University of Agriculture and Ton Duc Thang University. He 

has taught a wide range of under- and post-graduate courses utilising 

both traditional and distance education delivery.  He has also 

successfully supervised seven doctoral and three MPhil candidates. 

Binh’s research interests include taxation, public finance, international 
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trade, development economics and models of overlapping generations. 

He has published over 100 book chapters and refereed artciles in 

academic journals around the world, including British Tax Review, 

Economic Letters, Economic Record, Journal of Development 

Economics, Journal of Economics, National Tax Journal, Oxford 

Economic Papers and Public Finance. 

His cumulative research funding approaches A$ 2 million, including 

six Australian Research Council (one Discovery, four Linkage and 

one small) grants. Other external, competitive funding that he has 

obtained includes grants from the Academy of the Social Sciences in 

Australia, Australian Agency for International Development 

(AusAID), Australia–Korea Foundation, Catalyst, CPA Australia and 

Department for International Development (DFID). He has also acted 

as a consultant to AusAID, the Australian Taxation Office, Australian 

Vice Chancellors’ Committee, Board of Taxation, DFID Vietnam, 

Inland Revenue of New Zealand, NSW Taxpayers Foundation, UNDP 

Vietnam, Victorian Community Services and World Bank Vietnam. 

Binh serves as a founding co-editor of the eJournal of Tax Research 

(A-ranked) and International Journal of Development and Conflict, 

and a member of the editorial boards of Journal of Chinese Tax and 

Policy and New Zealand Journal of Taxation Law and Policy. He is 

International Fellow at Tax Administration Research Centre (Exeter 

UniversityInternational Fiscal Studies) and Adjunct Research 

Fellow, Tax Law and Policy Research Group, Monash University. He 

has also been invited to speak at conferences around the globe.  His 

research has been cited at federal parliamentary debates and in the 

High Court. In Jan 2015, the Australasian Tax Teachers Association 

awarded him the Hill Medal in recognition of his “outstanding 

contributions to tax teaching and tax policy in Australasia.”  

Binh’s engagement with Vietnam covers a wide range of activities 

including policy advice and consultancy on tax and university reform 

to the Ministry of Finance and Ministry of Education and Training, 

respectively. He helped to establish the International Society of 

Vietnam Economists and was elected its inaugural Secretary. His 

contributions to Vietnam has won him VietnamNet’s  Achievement 

Award  (for outstanding contribution to Vietnam’s national 

development) in 2007, and Vietnamese Foreign Affairs Minister’s 

Certificate of Commendation (for effective contributions to scientific, 

economic research and international economic integration of Vietnam) 

in 2011. 

 

.  
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Letter of introduction 

Dear Student, 

What distinguishes a tax professional from a technician? Essentially, it 

is a person’s ability to grasp the wider implications of the technical tax 

issues facing them. What factors are a politician or the 

Commissioner’s key adviser or (privately) a High Court judge likely 

to weigh in deciding issues? What outcomes will it have on the 

economy and on the bottom line about who pays tax and who does 

not? 

In this course you will be given the chance to apply policy tools 

directly to day-to-day tax problems. This course seeks to develop new 

dimensions to your understanding of tax issues. By the end of this 

course we hope to have persuaded you that you cannot do a competent 

job as a professional in a sophisticated and fast changing tax system 

without an adequate grasp of the basic tools of policy analysis. 

It was a famous economist, Keynes, who said that ideas are more 

powerful than is commonly understood. Tax practitioners who haven’t 

given a thought to anything as ‘high flown’ as policy for many years 

are invariably the slaves to past thinking. 

The objective of Tax Policy is to give you a grounding in the tools of 

tax policy analysis. It does not pretend to ‘cover the field’. It takes a 

practical approach. The course outlines some of the basic concepts, 

economic as well as others, but it does not overwhelm you with detail. 

We will be selective and targeted in our approach. You will, of course, 

already have learned some important tax policy skills in the context of 

dealing with technical problems in other courses and, no doubt, those 

of you in more senior jobs have been grappling with these sorts of 

problems already. This course provides a structured environment in 

which you can focus your undivided attention on this important 

dimension of tax. In this course you are not overwhelmed by 

substantive tax law; rather, you are given a structured environment to 

develop your own policy skills as you apply policy concepts to 

practical problems. You will learn by doing, with the opportunity to 

apply the skills and knowledge you are learning immediately to 

real-world tax problems. If you can apply these policy tools to 

research topics which are relevant to the work you are doing in your 

office, so much the better. 

It should be said at the outset that this course does have an ‘economics 

of taxation’ focus although this is balanced off against regular 

reference to tax technical issues.  No apologies are made for this 

economics focus. Over the last few years, economic concepts have 

been dominant in tax analysis in Australia and therefore need to be 

given some prominence.  However, what this course does is 
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encourages you to take a critical attitude to these economic 

approaches and gives you the material to broaden your perspective. As 

you go through the course you will see the germs of a distinctive form 

of tax policy analysis starting to evolve and you will be part of the 

process of developing applied policy tools relevant to Australian 

conditions. We are, all of us, in this for the long term. 

The essence of the course is not the information in it. It is the skills 

you will develop, in particular, the skills to think clearly and critically 

about the Australian tax system and to locate ‘narrow, technical’ 

issues in the bigger picture. No university worth its name should send 

its Masters graduates out, the sorts of people most likely to be judges, 

senior decision-makers and advisers to the major players or lobby 

groups, without requiring them to devote some time and thought to 

these issues. 

This emphasis on clarity and locating arguments in the larger picture 

should be reflected in all your work in the course. 

Always present well digested analysis, choose a tight practical 

presentation over an extended and abstract analysis. The emphasis is 

on quality and practical relevance rather than quantity. Develop the 

capacity to think outside the narrow, legal confines of a problem and 

across traditional disciplines. 

 

Binh Tran-Nam 
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Introduction to the course 

Relationship to other courses in program 

This course is compulsory for Master of Taxation candidates and will 

normally be attempted in the final session of the course. It is run as a 

research course. 

Very limited places are normally available for Graduate Diploma in 

Advanced Taxation candidates, who will only be admitted if they have 

strong records in the earlier part of the program. 

This course is a component of a coherent academic program designed 

to produce a tax professional with the education, skills and critical 

faculties appropriate to a Masters graduate of a first tier university. 

Earlier postgraduate courses provide knowledge of technical tax issues 

and a critical understanding of the main tax problems. This course 

focuses on providing the extra policy dimension and critical 

perspectives required by serious tax decision makers. 

This course is designed to give you the tools and the structured 

environment to stand back and develop a broader critical 

understanding of the Australian taxation system and to apply those 

skills in your own research on current tax problems. 

Course summary 

This tax policy course uses an applied tax policy approach. You are 

given a framework for your work but you learn by doing. It is problem 

oriented and you are assessed predominantly on your own research. 

To function effectively as a significant player in a sophisticated and 

fast changing tax system you need an adequate grasp of the basic tools 

of policy analysis. The essence of this course is skills development 

and, in particular, the skills to think clearly and critically about the 

real-world outcomes of ‘technical’ tax decisions and to locate those 

decisions in the bigger picture. Equally to place tax policy decisions in 

a tax ‘technical’ context. The materials are selective and targeted in 

their approach. They give participants the tools to evaluate the 

practical outcomes of tax decisions in terms of economic, income 

distribution, political and institutional outcomes. 

The practical, ‘hands-on’ nature of the course brings larger policy 

issues down-to-earth and provides a structured opportunity to apply 

policy tools to ‘live’ practical tax problems. 

The major assessment is based on research which is modelled largely 

on issues raised through the materials and in group research projects. 

Your research must reflect a session of work on these materials. 
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Course objectives 

The objective of this course is to give a grounding in the tools of tax 

policy analysis. It is essentially an applied tax policy course which 

concentrates on developing tools capable of day-to-day application in 

critically evaluating and solving typical tax problems. It gives you the 

opportunity to evaluate critically the utility of various policy tools in 

the resolution of tax problems.  

More specifically, this course: 

 concentrates on the development of robust policy formulation 

and implementation skills with an emphasis on applying those 

skills to typical tax problems 

 provides a knowledge base to facilitate a systematic approach to 

evaluating the outcomes of tax decisions, including introduction 

to relevant economic and distributional concepts for tax analysis 

 develops critical understanding of key concepts and institutions 

relevant to policy application, including an overview of the 

Australian tax system and an understanding of its political and 

institutional context. 

Student learning outcomes and goals 

Learning outcomes are what you should be able to do by the end of 

this course if you participate fully in learning activities and 

successfully complete the assessment items. The learning outcomes in 

this course will help you to achieve some of the overall learning goals 

for your program. These program learning goals are what we want you 

to be or have by the time you successfully complete your degree. The 

following is a list of the UNSW Business School program learning 

goals for postgraduate students. 
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UNSW Business School Postgraduate Coursework 

Program Learning Goals 

1.  Knowledge: Our graduates will have current disciplinary or 

interdisciplinary knowledge applicable in local and global 

contexts. 

You should be able to identify and apply current knowledge of 

disciplinary or interdisciplinary theory and professional practice 

to business in local and global environments. 

2.  Critical thinking and problem solving: Our graduates will 

have critical thinking and problem solving skills applicable to 

business and management practice or issues.  

You should be able to identify, research and analyse complex 

issues and problems in business and/or management, and 

propose appropriate and well-justified solutions. 

3.  Communication: Our graduates will be effective 

communicators in professional contexts.  

You should be able to: 

a) Produce written documents that communicate complex 

disciplinary ideas and information effectively for the 

intended audience and purpose, and 

b) Produce oral presentations that communicate complex 

disciplinary ideas and information effectively for the 

intended audience and purpose. 

4.  Teamwork: Our graduates will be effective team participants.  

You should be able to participate collaboratively and 

responsibly in teams, and reflect on your own teamwork, and on 

the team’s processes and ability to achieve outcomes. 

5.  Ethical, social and environmental responsibility: Our 

graduates will have a sound awareness of ethical, social, 

cultural and environmental implications of business issues 

and practice.  

You should be able to:  

a) Identify and assess ethical, environmental and/or 

sustainability considerations in business decision-

making and practice, and  

b) Consider social and cultural implications of business 

and /or management practice. 
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The following table shows how your Course Learning Outcomes 

relate to the overall Program Learning Goals, and indicates where 

these are developed and assessed: 

Program Learning 
Goals 

Course Learning Outcomes Course Assessment 
Item 

This course helps you to 

achieve the following 

learning goals: 

On successful completion of the course, you 

should be able to: 

This learning outcome 

will be assessed in the 

following items: 

1 Knowledge 

 

Demonstrate a critical understanding of key 

concepts and institutions relevant to policy 

application, including an overview of the 

Australian tax system and an understanding of its 

political and institutional context.   

Balance an economics perspective against tax 

technical issues and demonstrate the capacity to 

think outside the narrow, legal confines of a 

problem and across traditional disciplines. 

Demonstrate skills required for independent and 

reflective learning through regular self-

assessment opportunities in course modules and 

further extended in class discussions. 

Module Activities 

Conferences 

Assignments 

Examination 

2 Critical thinking 
and problem 
solving 

Demonstrate a knowledge base (including 

relevant economic and distributional concepts for 

tax analysis) which will enable you to take a 

systematic approach to evaluating the outcomes 

of tax decisions.   

Apply a critical framework and a set of practical 

tools for analysing tax policy issues and applying 

policy concepts to practical, real world problems. 

Module Activities 

Assignments 

Examination 

3a Written 
communication 

Demonstrate clear, effective and well-reasoned 

analysis of specific tax policy issues.  

 

Assignments 

Examination 

3b Oral 
communication 

Not specifically addressed in this course.  

4 Teamwork  In cooperation with peers, apply policy tools to 

‘live’ practical tax problems. 

Group Research Project 

and Reflection 

5a.   Ethical, 
environmental 
and sustainability 
responsibility 

Demonstrate a critical approach to material 

presented and evidence of original and 

independent thought taking into account the 

various perspectives presented in the course.   

Think clearly and critically about the Australian 

tax system and to locate ‘narrow, technical’ issues 

in the bigger picture. 

Assignments 

Module Activities 

Examination 

5b. Social and 
cultural 
awareness 

Not specifically addressed in this course.  
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Course evaluation and quality enhancement 

The School of Taxation & Business Law’s quality enhancement process 

involves regular review of its courses and study materials by content and 

educational specialists, combined with feedback from students.  Towards 

the end of the semester, you will be asked to complete an online survey 

via myUNSW to evaluate the effectiveness of your course lecturer and 

the actual course content.  These surveys are administered as part of the 

UNSW Course and Teaching Evaluation and Improvement process 

(‘CATEI’).  Your input into this quality enhancement process through the 

completion of these surveys is extremely valuable in assisting us in 

meeting the needs of our students and in providing an effective and 

enriching learning experience.  The results of all surveys are carefully 

considered and do lead to action towards enhance the quality or course 

content and delivery. 

Feedback received from students in past Semesters has lead to more 

focus on carefully selecting and incorporating the readings which are 

provided in the course materials as well as providing a range of links 

and references for additional resources to support students in pursuing 

their own research interests. 

Student responsibilities and conduct 

Students are expected to be familiar with and to adhere to university 

policies in relation to attendance, and general conduct and behaviour, 

including maintaining a safe, respectful environment; and to 

understand their obligations in relation to workload, assessment and 

keeping informed.  

You are expected to conduct yourself with consideration and respect 

for the needs of your fellow students and teaching staff. More 

information on student conduct is available at: 

https://my.unsw.edu.au/student/atoz/BehaviourOfStudents.html. 

Guide to online behaviour: https://student.unsw.edu.au/online-study  

You should take note of all announcements made in lectures, tutorials, 

the Atax Bulletin, or on the course Website (Moodle).  From time to 

time, the School or the University will send important announcements 

to your university e-mail address without providing you with a paper 

copy.  You will be deemed to have received this information. It is also 

your responsibility to keep the University informed of all changes to 

your contact details. Information and policies on these topics can be 

found in the ‘A-Z Student Guide: 

https://my.unsw.edu.au/student/atoz/A.html and specific information 

for students studying taxation programmes can be found in the Atax 

Student Guide. See, especially, information on Attendance and 

Absence, Academic Misconduct, Assessment Information, 

Examinations, Student Responsibilities, Workload and policies such 

as Occupational Health and Safety. 

https://my.unsw.edu.au/student/atoz/BehaviourOfStudents.html.
https://my.unsw.edu.au/student/atoz/BehaviourOfStudents.html.
https://student.unsw.edu.au/online-study
https://my.unsw.edu.au/student/atoz/A.html
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How to use this package 

If you are new to flexible learning you should carefully read this 

Course Outline.  It contains most of the relevant information about 

how this course will be run and the expectations of you as a student.  

You should also refer to the Suggested Study Schedule at the end of 

this Course Outline as a guide to completing your coursework. So as 

to get the most out of your study we recommend that you follow this 

study schedule through the course and fit various time demands into a 

well-organised diary. Systematic study through the Semester is the 

key to success in a flexible learning program. 

The Study Guide (which includes this Course Outline and the 

individual Modules and is sometimes referred to as the study materials 

or course materials) can help you in three ways. 

1. It sets out a clear path of study over the Semester and helps you 

plan your workload.  It also identifies learning outcomes and 

key concepts at the start of each module and provides a series of 

activities to help you learn actively and manage your own 

progress through the course. 

2. It contains the core content for the course (often with 

reference to legislation, textbooks and other relevant material).  

The structure and layout of the Study Guide is designed to 

highlight key points and assist your revision for assignments, 

research papers and examinations. 

3. It tells you when to refer to textbooks, legislation and other 

readings, giving precise details of what you should read. 

Features of the Study Guide 

Each module includes a range of features to assist you in managing 

your learning and developing study skills.  These features include: 

 Overview page 

 Heading levels 

 Learning outcomes and key concepts 

 Module text 

 Activities and feedback 

 Readings 

 Margin notes 

 Instructional icons 

Please familiarise yourself with the Key to Instructional Icons on the 

following page.  These icons are intended to help you navigate the 

study materials and to encourage active learning. 
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Key to instructional icons 

 

compulsory reading  

  

write responses outside 
the Study Materials 

     

optional reading 

  

 
write response in the 

Study Materials 
 

     

 

note this important point  

 

pause to reflect 

     

recall earlier work 

 

 
prepare for discussion in an 

Audio Conference or Webinar 
 

     

    

discuss with colleague   

    

discuss with study group 

     

access Moodle or 
the internet 

 

 
undertake investigation 

or research 
     

     

   

use video resource  

 

use audio resource 

     

use software 

 

 perform fieldwork 

   

 
 
 

Only some of the media shown in the instructional icons are used in this course. 
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Outline of this course 

Course description 

Course number/s 

 

TABL5575 (Online) 

Course name 

 

Tax Policy 

Units of credit 

 

6 

Suggested study  

commitment 

You should plan to spend an average of 10–12 hours per week on this 

course to perform well (including class attendance, online 

participation, assignments, examination preparation etc).  

The information included on the overview page of each module 

should help you plan your study time. 

Semester and year 

 

Semester 2, 2015 

Lecturer/s Binh Tran-Nam 

Contact details 

Telephone: 

Fax: 

Email: 

 

+61 (2) 9385 9561 

+61 (2) 9313 6658 

b.tran-nam@unsw.edu.au  
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Textbooks and references 

Prescribed textbook/s 

There is no prescribed textbook for this course.  However, it is 

strongly recommended that you download from the OECDiLibrary 

website (accessible through the UNSW Library 

http://library.unsw.edu.au/), the following OECD e-publication: 

 Tax and the Economy: A Comparative Assessment of OECD 

Countries, OECD Tax Policy Studies No 6, 2001. 

Revenue Statistics 1965-2013) 

Consumption Tax Trends 2014 

Taxing Wages 2012-13   

You should also access the following report, which is referred to 

throughout the course: 

 Australia’s Future Tax System (AFTS)—Report to the Treasurer 

December 2009 (2010), Final Report, Parts 1 and 2, available 

at: 

 http://www.taxreview.treasury.gov.au/content/Content.aspx?do

c=html/pubs_reports.htm 

The Government’s response is available from the following links and 

should be read in conjunction with AFTS Final Report,: 

http://pandora.nla.gov.au/pan/120434/20121010-

0744/www.futuretax.gov.au/content/Content876a.html?doc=ho

me.htm   and  

http://www.treasury.gov.au/Policy-Topics/Taxation/Tax-Forum 

http://www.treasury.gov.au/PublicationsAndMedia/Speeches/20

11/Beyond-the-Tax-Forum  

In October 2011, the Government convened a Tax Forum in Canberra 

where invited participants discussed the Final Report, the 

Government’s response and the direction of necessary future reforms.  

The discussion and relate papers can be accessed at: 

http://www.treasury.gov.au/Policy-Topics/Taxation/Tax-Forum   

In 2013, the Commonwealth Government committed to releasing 

reports on Reform of the Federation and a Tax White Paper before the 

2016 election.  Make sure you regularly review the following two 

websites for relevant press releases and issues papers: 

https://federation.dpmc.gov.au/ 

http://www.treasury.gov.au 

http://www.taxreview.treasury.gov.au/content/Content.aspx?doc=html/pubs_reports.htm
http://www.taxreview.treasury.gov.au/content/Content.aspx?doc=html/pubs_reports.htm
http://pandora.nla.gov.au/pan/120434/20121010-0744/www.futuretax.gov.au/content/Content876a.html?doc=home.htm
http://pandora.nla.gov.au/pan/120434/20121010-0744/www.futuretax.gov.au/content/Content876a.html?doc=home.htm
http://pandora.nla.gov.au/pan/120434/20121010-0744/www.futuretax.gov.au/content/Content876a.html?doc=home.htm
http://www.treasury.gov.au/Policy-Topics/Taxation/Tax-Forum
http://www.treasury.gov.au/PublicationsAndMedia/Speeches/2011/Beyond-the-Tax-Forum
http://www.treasury.gov.au/PublicationsAndMedia/Speeches/2011/Beyond-the-Tax-Forum
http://www.treasury.gov.au/Policy-Topics/Taxation/Tax-Forum
https://federation.dpmc.gov.au/
http://www.treasury.gov.au/
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See Appendix 2 of the2014 Final Report of the Financial System 

Inquiry which details “tax observations” for “consideration by the Tax 

White Paper”, which is downloadable from:  

http://fsi.gov.au/publications/final-report/  

Also a relevant reading is the 2013 Treasury paper on Tax Policy 

Formulation in Australia which can be downloaded from: 

http://www.treasury.gov.au/PublicationsAndMedia/Publications

/2013/Economic-Roundup-Issue-2  

and EU reports on recent tax reforms in the EUavailable at: 

http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/resources/documents/taxat

ion/gen_info/economic_analysis/tax_papers/taxation_paper_39.

pdf  and 

http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/resources/documents/taxat

ion/gen_info/economic_analysis/tax_papers/taxation_paper_48.

pdf  

http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/resources/documents/taxat

ion/gen_info/economic_analysis/tax_papers/taxation_paper_49.

pdf  

These various publications are important references for this course.  

Other publications on the AFTS and Treasury website should also be 

of interest. 

An additional reference which is probably the most comprehensive 

reviews of tax reform issues has been that undertaken by the IFS 

Mirrlees Review.  This review provides both an academic and 

practical prespective on a broad range of necessary future tax reforms 

(including GST).  See the various links at: 

 http://www.ifs.org.uk/mirrleesReview 

Additional readings are also included in your study materials and 

others are freely available from the internet.  Do not forget that 

taxation issues concern more than just taxation authorities or 

Treasuries.  Most industry associations also have a significant interest 

in taxation issues. 

http://fsi.gov.au/publications/final-report/
http://www.treasury.gov.au/PublicationsAndMedia/Publications/2013/Economic-Roundup-Issue-2
http://www.treasury.gov.au/PublicationsAndMedia/Publications/2013/Economic-Roundup-Issue-2
http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/resources/documents/taxation/gen_info/economic_analysis/tax_papers/taxation_paper_39.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/resources/documents/taxation/gen_info/economic_analysis/tax_papers/taxation_paper_39.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/resources/documents/taxation/gen_info/economic_analysis/tax_papers/taxation_paper_39.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/resources/documents/taxation/gen_info/economic_analysis/tax_papers/taxation_paper_48.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/resources/documents/taxation/gen_info/economic_analysis/tax_papers/taxation_paper_48.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/resources/documents/taxation/gen_info/economic_analysis/tax_papers/taxation_paper_48.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/resources/documents/taxation/gen_info/economic_analysis/tax_papers/taxation_paper_49.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/resources/documents/taxation/gen_info/economic_analysis/tax_papers/taxation_paper_49.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/resources/documents/taxation/gen_info/economic_analysis/tax_papers/taxation_paper_49.pdf
http://www.ifs.org.uk/mirrleesReview
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Citation and style guide 

In presenting written work for assessment in this course you must use 

an appropriate and consistent style for referencing and citation.  

The following is a selection of acceptable citation and style guides, 

which you may use as the basis for your written work.  You must 

purchase or have access to one of the following publications. 

Australian guide to legal citation (Melbourne University Law Review 

Association & Melbourne Journal of International Law, 3rd ed, 2010). 

Available from http://mulr.law.unimelb.edu.au/go/aglc. 

(This is free to download and is the citation style guide used by the 

majority of Australian legal journals.) 

Rozenberg P, Australian guide to uniform legal citation (Sydney: 

Lawbook Co, 2nd ed, 2003). 

Stuhmcke A, Legal referencing (Sydney: LexisNexis, 4th ed, 2012). 

  

http://mulr.law.unimelb.edu.au/go/aglc
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Supporting your learning 

As should be evident from the structure of the Assessment in this 

course, considerable interaction is expected by you with your fellow 

students, either through the groups to which you are assigned in via 

the comments that you are required to make on the research papers 

prepared by other groups. 

Conferencing 

Conferences may be either in the form of an audio conference 

(conducted by telephone) or a webinar (ie, a web-based Conference 

conducted over the Internet). Instructions on preparing for and 

participating in audio conferences and webinars are available on the 

Taxation & Business Law website and in your course Moodle website. 

These Conferences provide an opportunity for you to clarify and 

extend your understanding of the material in this course.  They are 

designed to try out new ideas and give you a forum to ask questions 

and discuss issues with your lecturer and other students.  Do not be 

afraid to participate—it is only by trying out new ideas and exploring 

their dimensions that you will learn in any real depth. 

Thorough preparation is essential if you are to gain maximum benefit 

from a Conference.  You can only start to come to grips with material 

if you work on it actively.  As a general rule each Conference will 

cover the module/s between the previous Conference and the week it 

falls within on the Suggested Study Schedule. However, more specific 

information on material to be covered in each Conference may be 

provided via Moodle throughout the Semester (see ‘Online learning in 

this course’ below).  Exact dates and times for Conferences will be 

advised via a timetable that you will find on Moodle and on the TBL 

Website (under Timetables). 

There are six webinars for this course during the Semester.  

The Suggested Study Schedule in this Outline indicates in which 

weeks webinars will be held.  Each webinar is of approximately one 

and a half hours duration. 

Remember webinars are not lectures—your active participation is 

an important part of the learning experience and preparation for 

examinations! 
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School of Taxation & Business Law 

Website 

The School of Taxation & Business Law’s website is at: 

 https://www.business.unsw.edu.au/about/schools/taxation-

business-law  

In addition to general information for all of the School’s students and 

visitors, there is a portal under Student Resources which contains 

information specific to those students undertaking flexible learning 

courses—for example, information about exams, timetables and the 

Weekly Bulletin: 

 https://www.business.unsw.edu.au/about/schools/taxation-

business-law/student-support  

Atax Student Guide 

The Atax Student Guide is a vital source of information for students 

studying flexible learning courses. It provides administrative and other 

information specific to studying these courses and you should make a 

point of being familiar with its contents. You can access the 2015 

Atax Student Guide from your Moodle course website(s). 

Library and resources 
There are several resources that you can access from the School of 

Taxation & Business Law website to help you with your academic and 

research goals. Online tax and legal resources can be found at: 

https://www.business.unsw.edu.au/about/schools/taxation-business-

law/student-support/useful-links. 

From this site you can access: 

 The UNSW Library’s catalogue, online databases and e-

journals 

 The UNSW Learning Centre for online academic skills 

resources (eg, essay and assignment writing, plagiarism), and 

 Gateway’ links to legislation, case law, tax and accounting 

organisations and international tax agencies. 

  

https://www.business.unsw.edu.au/about/schools/taxation-business-law
https://www.business.unsw.edu.au/about/schools/taxation-business-law
https://www.business.unsw.edu.au/about/schools/taxation-business-law/student-support
https://www.business.unsw.edu.au/about/schools/taxation-business-law/student-support
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UNSW Library 

UNSW Library provides information resources, services and research 

support that can assist UNSW students complete their course 

requirements. Online library resources such as online databases,  

e-books and e-journals are available 24 hours a day via the Library 

Homepage (http://www.library.unsw.edu.au/). 

Information about your borrowing rights for hardcopy resources is 

available from the Library Homepage. All students can use the 

InterLibrary Loan service to access resources not held within UNSW 

Library. 

Library Subject Guides 

The UNSW Library has developed Subject Guides which identify 

major electronic resources in specific subject areas and are the ideal 

starting point for research.  

Subject Guides 

There are a range of Subject Guides in Business and Law topics, and a 

guide specific to electronic Taxation resources in the Taxation Subject 

Guide at http://subjectguides.library.unsw.edu.au/law/taxation. 

Getting Library help 

The Help Zones are where you can find library staff to help you. They 

are located just inside the entrance to each library. 

See opening hours for staffed hours of library Help Zones.  

See Contact Us for telephone numbers of the Help Zones. 

Help Zone staff can assist you with: 

 locating journal articles, cases and legislation 

 searching on-line databases and e-journals  

 loans of books 

You can also use the ‘Ask Us’ icon on the Library Homepage to ask 

the Library a question online. 

For library related queries you can also contact the Faculty Outreach 

Librarian to the UNSW Business School. 

  

http://www.library.unsw.edu.au/
http://www.library.unsw.edu.au/
http://www.library.unsw.edu.au/borrowing/entitlements.html
http://www.library.unsw.edu.au/borrowing/otherlib/ill.html
http://subjectguides.library.unsw.edu.au/
http://subjectguides.library.unsw.edu.au/law/taxation
http://subjectguides.library.unsw.edu.au/law/taxation
http://subjectguides.library.unsw.edu.au/law/taxation
http://www.library.unsw.edu.au/about/opening.html
http://www.library.unsw.edu.au/contact/index.html
http://library.unsw.edu.au/about/corporate/outreach.html
http://library.unsw.edu.au/about/corporate/outreach.html
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Online learning in this course 

UNSW Australia uses an online learning platform called 

‘Moodle’. You should try to familiarise yourself with Moodle early in 

the semester. The Moodle course websites are where lecturers post 

messages and deliver documents to their class, where students can 

complete quizzes, submit assignments and participate in discussions, 

etc. This platform is an important link between you, your lecturer and 

your peers, and you should make a habit of regularly accessing your 

Moodle course website as part of your study regime. 

All of the School’s flexible learning courses will have a Moodle 

course website, which is accessible only by students enrolled in that 

particular course. The contents of each site will vary, but at a 

minimum will provide you with information about the course, course 

content, assignment submission, email, relevant links to online 

resources and the opportunity to network with fellow students.  In 

addition, Conferences will be recorded and made available via 

Moodle. 

Log into Moodle from: https://moodle.telt.unsw.edu.au/. 

Moodle support 

A complete library of how-to guides and video demonstrations on the 

Moodle learning management system is available via the UNSW 

Teaching Gateway at http://teaching.unsw.edu.au/elearning. 

Moodle technical support 

If you encounter a technical problem while using Moodle, please 

contact the UNSW IT Service Desk via the following channels: 

Website:  https://www.it.unsw.edu.au/students/  

Email: ITServiceCentre@unsw.edu.au 

Telephone: +61 (2) 9385 1333 

Phone and email support is available Monday to Friday 8am – 8pm, 

Saturday and Sunday 11am – 2pm. Online service requests can be 

made via their website. 

  

https://moodle.telt.unsw.edu.au/
http://teaching.unsw.edu.au/elearning
https://www.it.unsw.edu.au/students/
mailto:ITServiceCentre@unsw.edu.au
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Other support 

Additional support for students is available from the UNSW Learning 

Centre, which provides a range of services to UNSW students.  The 

Learning Centre website also features very helpful online resources 

which may assist you to refine and improve your study skills.  You 

can access these resources and find out more about the services 

available at www.lc.unsw.edu.au. 

As well as the Learning Centre, the faculty’s Education Development 

Unit (EDU) provides academic writing, study skills and maths support 

specifically for UNSW Business School students. Services include 

workshops, online and printed resources, and individual consultations.  

For further information, see: 

 https://www.business.unsw.edu.au/students/resources/learning-

support  

The EDU contact details are as follows: 

Phone: +61 (2) 9385 5584 

Email: edu@unsw.edu.au 

 

The ‘Academic Support’ section of the Atax Student Guide details 

further services available to assist in achieving success in a flexible 

learning environment. 

Those students who have a disability that requires some adjustment in 

their teaching or learning environment are encouraged to discuss their 

study needs with the course convenor prior to, or at the 

commencement of, their course, or with the Equity Officer 

(Disability) in the UNSW Equity and Diversity Unit (telephone: +61 

(2) 9385 4734; email: seadu@unsw.edu.au). Issues to be discussed 

may include access to materials, signers or note-takers, the provision 

of services and additional exam and assessment arrangements.  Early 

notification is essential to enable any necessary adjustments to be 

made.  For further information, you may also wish to look at the 

Student Equity and Disabilities Unit homepage at 

http://www.studentequity.unsw.edu.au/ 

  

http://www.lc.unsw.edu.au/
https://www.business.unsw.edu.au/students/resources/learning-support
https://www.business.unsw.edu.au/students/resources/learning-support
mailto:edu@unsw.edu.au
mailto:seadu@unsw.edu.au
http://www.studentequity.unsw.edu.au/
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Academic Integrity at UNSW 

UNSW has an ongoing commitment to fostering a culture of 

learning informed by academic integrity. All UNSW staff and 

students have a responsibility to adhere to this principle of 

academic integrity. Plagiarism undermines academic integrity 

and is not tolerated at UNSW. Plagiarism at UNSW is defined as 

using the words or ideas of others and passing them off as your 

own. 

The UNSW Student Code 

(https://www.gs.unsw.edu.au/policy/documents/studentcodepolicy.pdf

) provides a framework for the standard of conduct expected of 

UNSW students with respect to their academic integrity and 

behaviour. It outlines the primary obligations of students, and directs 

staff and students to the Code and related procedures.  

In addition, it is important that students understand that it is not 

permissible to buy essay/writing services from third parties as the use 

of such services constitutes plagiarism because it involves using the 

words or ideas of others and passing them off as your own. Nor is it 

permissible to sell copies of lecture or tutorial notes as students do not 

own the rights to this intellectual property 

Where a student breaches the Student Code with respect to academic 

integrity the University may take disciplinary action under the Student 

Misconduct Procedure 

(https://www.gs.unsw.edu.au/policy/documents/studentmisconductpro

cedures.pdf)  

Examples of plagiarism including self-plagiarism 

Copying: Using the same or very similar words to the original text or 

idea without acknowledging the source or using quotation marks.  

This includes copying materials, ideas or concepts from a book, 

article, report or other written document, presentation, composition, 

artwork, design, drawing, circuitry, computer program or software, 

website, internet, other electronic resource, or another person's 

assignment, without appropriate acknowledgement. 

Inappropriate paraphrasing: Changing a few words and phrases 

while mostly retaining the original structure and/or progression of 

ideas of the original, and information without acknowledgement. This 

also applies in presentations where someone paraphrases another’s 

ideas or words without credit and to piecing together quotes and 

paraphrases into a new whole, without appropriate referencing. 

Collusion: Presenting work as independent work when it has been 

produced in whole or part in collusion with other people. Collusion 

includes students providing their work to another student before the 

due date, or for the purpose of them plagiarising at any time, paying 

another person to perform an academic task and passing it off as your 

https://www.gs.unsw.edu.au/policy/documents/studentcodepolicy.pdf
https://www.gs.unsw.edu.au/policy/documents/studentcodepolicy.pdf
https://www.gs.unsw.edu.au/policy/documents/studentmisconductprocedures.pdf
https://www.gs.unsw.edu.au/policy/documents/studentmisconductprocedures.pdf
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own, stealing or acquiring another person’s academic work and 

copying it, offering to complete another person’s work or seeking 

payment for completing academic work. This should not be confused 

with academic collaboration. 

Inappropriate citation: Citing sources which have not been read, 

without acknowledging the 'secondary' source from which knowledge 

of them has been obtained. 

Self-plagiarism: ‘Self-plagiarism’ occurs where an author republishes 

their own previously written work and presents it as new findings 

without referencing the earlier work, either in its entirety or partially. 

Self-plagiarism is also referred to as 'recycling', 'duplication', or 

'multiple submissions of research findings' without disclosure.  In the 

student context, self-plagiarism includes re-using parts of, or all of, a 

body of work that has already been submitted for assessment without 

proper citation. 
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Assessment  

All assignments must be submitted electronically through Moodle. 

Note, however, that if you wish to devise your Research Paper topic, 

your synopsis needs to be emailed to your lecturer (please refer to the 

assignment section for full details).  Refer to Appendix A for 

guidelines on assignment preparation and rules for electronic 

submission of assignments (as well as information on deadlines and 

penalties for late submission). 

Assessment for students undertaking this course will be on the basis 

of: 

(a) Group Research Project (1500 words) 15% 

(b) Individual reflection on Group Project (500 words) 5% 

(c) Course participation 5% 

(d) Individual Research Report (3000 words) 35% 

(e) Final examination 40% 

In order to pass this course, a student must obtain: 

 50 per cent or more of the total marks available in the course 

and 

 at least 40 per cent of the marks available for the final 

examination in the course. 

 

Final examination 

The final examination will be open book, of 2 hours duration plus 

10 minutes reading time, and will cover the whole Semester’s content.  

Note that you will not be permitted to write during the reading time. 

Examinations are held from Friday 6 November to Saturday 21 

November 2015 for Semester 2, 2015.  Students are expected to be 

available for exams for the whole of the exam period. 

The final examination timetable is published prior to the examination 

period via the Atax Weekly Bulletin and on the School’s website at: 

 https://www.business.unsw.edu.au/about/schools/taxation-

business-law/student-support/examinations  

This is not a negotiable schedule.  The School of Taxation & 

Business Law publishes the exam schedule as a matter of courtesy, 

and to ensure that any clashes of examinations are brought to our 

attention. 

https://www.business.unsw.edu.au/about/schools/taxation-business-law/student-support/examinations
https://www.business.unsw.edu.au/about/schools/taxation-business-law/student-support/examinations
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Group research projects  

Group Research Report 

Weighting: 15% 

Length: 1500 words (plus or minus 10%) 

Each student will be randomly assigned to a particular research group 

within Moodle and a topic will be allocated to the group. The groups 

will be limited to a maximum of 5 students.   

The topics allocated to each group (and the applicable due dates) are 

presented below and have been designed so that they follow the 

Modules in the Course Materials and can be fragmented in such a way 

that parts of the question can be assigned to different group members. 

Each week, beginning in Week 4, one of the Groups will be required 

to email to the Lecturer-in-Charge, a copy of the Group’s Draft Report 

for distribution to all students enrolled in the course for their comment 

based on the timelines set out in the Suggested Study Schedule.  

It is important that you do not underestimate the time involved in 

undertaking the research for these questions nor the time to bring it to 

draft stage.  Course Participation Mark (as outline further below) 

based on individual comments posted on the Draft Reports in the 

Discussion Forum in Moodle. 

Your participation in the group research projects will be discussed 

more fully during the first webinar and more detailed information will 

be made available on Moodle. 

A special procedure will be used to allocate marks to Group members 

for their contribution to the Group’s Final Report. 

Firstly, each Group’s Final Report will be allocated a mark out of 

100%. 

Secondly, members of the groups will then be asked to assign a mark 

to each group member based on this mark.  The group can choose to 

assign the same mark to all group members or different marks to 

different persons based on their respective contributions. 

For example, if a Group report is given 70% and the Group has 5 

members, the Group has some 350% to allocate between its 5 

members (on the condition obviously that no one person receives 

>100%).  The Group can decide to allocate the same mark to all 

because they contributed equally (ie 70% in our example).  

Alternatively, the Group can agree to a different allocation (such as 

75% to 4 persons and 50% to the fifth) as long as the total percentage 

points allocated sums to 350%. 

Thirdly, all Group members must agree to the final assignment of 
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marks between group members and correspond with me to this effect 

via Moodle. 

This method has proven to be fair and just in the past.  

Remember, Group research is just that, group research, and if you do 

not participate, your marks will reflect this fact. 

Group Research Project Submission Dates 

Note: Topics will be available on Moodle 

Group Draft report Deadline for Moodle 
Commentary on Draft 

Report 

Final Report 

1 Monday, Week 4 Friday, Week 4 Monday, Week 6 

2 Monday, Week 5 Friday, Week 5 Monday, Week 7 

3 Monday, Week 6 Friday, Week 6 Monday, Week 8 

4 Monday, Week 7 Friday, Week 7 Monday, Week 9 

5 Monday, Week 8 Friday, Week 8 Tuesday, Week 10 

6 Monday, Week 9 Friday, Week 9 Monday, Week 11 

7 Monday, Week 9 Friday, Week 9 Monday, Week 11 

8 Monday, Week 10 Friday, Week 10 Monday, Week 12 

 

Course Participation Mark 

Weighting: 5% 

A mark of 5% will be allocated to students based on the quality and 

quantity of their contribution to the commentary posted to Discussion 

Forum in Moodle on each Group’s Draft Research Report following 

the distribution of those reports.  The timeline for contribution in the 

case of each Group Report is set out in the Suggested Study Schedule. 
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Individual Reflection on Group Project 

Weighting: 5% 

Length: 500 words 

Due Date: Monday, 19 October, 2015 

The rationale behind asking you to reflect on your group work is to 

assist you in understanding the ways in which you might have 

benefited from participating in a Group project. You will be asked to 

honestly and critically: 

1. Analyse and evaluates your own teamwork performance 

2. Analyse the team’s processes and ability to achieve the 

outcomes you expected 

Reflection includes identifying strengths and weaknesses and 

suggesting improvements for future practice. As well as describing 

aspects of what you did/didn’t do, you should go beyond description 

to discuss and assess your performance more generally and to 

demonstrate some learning about yourself. 

You should refer to the suggested ‘Principles for Effective Teamwork’ 

that are on Moodle as a reference point for this assessment. Additional 

insight into this will be provided in the initial Webinar and guidance 

provided as to the content and scope of any response. 
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Individual Research Paper  

Due Date: Submit via Moodle by Monday, 12 October 2015 

(Midnight, AEST) 

Weighting: 35% 

Length: 3000 words (plus or minus 10%) 

The following guidelines have been developed to assist you to plan 

and complete your paper. 

1. Choosing a topic 

For your research paper topic you may either: 

 select a topic from the list of topics supplied at the end of this 

section of the Course Outline 

or 

 you may devise your own topic.  In this case the prior 

agreement of the lecturer will be required, and you should 

submit by Monday, 17 August 2015 a one-page synopsis of the 

research proposal to your lecturer for approval.  Do not lodge 

your synopsis through the assignment section of the Moodle.  
You should email your synopsis directly to your lecturer. 

In either case you may find that you are able to draw upon your work 

experience and this should enhance the quality of the research paper.  

However, you should remember your obligation to disclose fully any 

reliance on earlier work (both your own and that of others). 

2. Planning the research 

Be aware that the Semester is very short and that there is no flexibility 

in the date for submission.  Once you have chosen the topic you 

should be in a position to identify the key issues that you will wish to 

focus upon in your paper.  Be modest and circumscribed in the goals 

you set yourself.  It is better to make good progress on narrow fronts 

than to produce vast and vague conjecture on a broad range of fronts.  

Remember that we are looking for the ability to filter complex 

material in an original and analytical manner. You will need to 

conduct a literature search at an early stage of the Semester in order to 

identify the materials available to you.  Having identified and 

reviewed the material you will be able to consolidate the issues, and 

you may find it useful at that stage to prepare a draft working paper 

which clearly states those issues and summarises the approaches taken 

to the problem so far.  This can then be the springboard for your own 

research.  Draft working papers (which are not for submission) should 

only be about four pages long.  You may find it useful to circulate 

these to colleagues or fellow students in order to generate comment 

and feedback. 
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3. Presentation 

You will probably find the writing of the final paper to be the easiest 

part of the process.  The research paper should be organised, 

well-structured and make use of plenty of spacing and headings.  

They should be typed or word processed in accordance with the 

guidelines provided in Appendix A of the Course Outline.  The 

number of words should be clearly stated on the Research Paper cover 

sheet.  All quotations should be fully referenced, and acknowledgment 

must be made of any work or material that is not your own.  Beware 

of ‘overdoing’ quotes—they should be used sparingly and only where 

their inclusion adds value to the exposition. 

Each paper should commence with a short (less than one page) 

abstract, include a page of contents and conclude with a full 

bibliography.  The word limit will not include the bibliography. 

It is to be hoped that some of the better research papers will be 

publishable without too much more work.  It may well be that another 

outcome will be the stimulation of further work in the area by the 

specialist cells of the Tax Office and the professional bodies, using 

your work as the basis for such developments. 

4. Assessment criteria 

The research papers will contribute 35 per cent of the overall 

assessment mark for students in this course.  You will be assessed 

according to the following assessment criteria: 

 clarity and strength of analysis—this will include evidence of 

your understanding of the issues involved in the topic, and your 

ability to use that understanding in an applied manner 

 ability to cut through the undergrowth and penetrate to key 

issues 

 effective organisation and communication of material 

(including economy of presentation—ie, a minimum of waffle) 

 clarity of communication—this includes sentences in clear and, 

where possible, plain English; it also includes correct grammar, 

spelling and punctuation 

 critical approach to material presented and evidence of original 

and independent thought 

 quality of judgment and balance in filtering the complex 

material you are dealing with 

 knowledge of the subject area and an ability to locate your chosen area 

of research within an appropriate context—in certain circumstances 

international comparisons may be appropriate 

 quality of research and bibliography. 

 correct referencing and bibliographic style in accordance with a 
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recognised and appropriate citation and style guide (when 

uploading, check your footnotes have been correctly submitted). 

If you have any queries on the above, phone Binh Tran-Nam on  

+61 (2) 9385 9561 or e-mail to b.tran-nam@unsw.edu.au.   

Framework of research 

You may very well need to develop a framework to suit your own 

topic and approach. The following template may assist you (use the 

short headings in bold lettering). 

1. Problem outlined (including enough context to demonstrate 

significance of problem, identifies main problem or gives 

provisional statement of it). 

2. Short statement of existing outcomes from cases or rulings or 

practices with short and critical evaluation. 

3. Generation and designation of alternative approaches 

(optional and only if more than one obvious option; but do not 

fail to go through this brain storming stage in your preparation). 

May include a statement of preferred outcomes if this does not 

come out of previous analysis. 

4. Short statement of factors in practical context which limit 

range of choices (solution may be too difficult or expensive to 

administer or impose unacceptable revenue leakage or have 

unacceptable political problems). 

5. Policy analysis of approaches (concentrating on preferred 

approach or perhaps a couple of close candidates; including 

contrast with existing outcomes). 

 economic outcomes 

 distributional outcomes 

 other outcomes. 

6. Critical analysis of approach adopted, contrasting existing 

practices and realistic alternatives, including projection and 

evaluation of likely outcomes and any wider implications 

including, where relevant, institutional impact, weighing of the 

various criteria. Must include a conclusion, however reluctant. 

7. Bibliography 

8. Disclosure of any reliance on work from earlier courses, 

professional work or the work of others (if in doubt include 

photocopies) [not included in word limit]. 

Do not get bogged down in items 1 to 4. This part should rarely take 

more than about 800 words and may take less. The nub of your work 

should be on developing your alternative policy approach and 

analysing the outcomes. 

mailto:b.tran-nam@unsw.edu.au
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To stand back and reiterate the key features, there are four main steps 

to the job: 

1. Identify the key problem. 

2. Briefly lay out the framework which mainstream decision-

makers have used to analyse the problem in the past. This might 

well include some analysis of how current approaches in 

judicial decisions, rulings or practices act to narrow the agenda 

of possibilities. 

3. Generate new options to address the same problem. 

4. Apply a policy framework to the solutions and see if outcomes 

are improved. 

The real problem in getting decision-makers to apply policy analysis 

in day-to-day tax decisions is the gap between the work of theorists 

and the basis on which practitioners operate. Everyone finds it easier 

to work with material with which they are comfortable and familiar. 

What is required of you is that you demonstrate an ability to 

understand, to modify for your purpose and to apply tax policy tools 

to working problems. Do not allow the heading to make your 

presentation rigid. Research papers need to be well structured with 

clear statements of argument and good English. The emphasis should 

be on well-digested material and keeping your critical faculties on the 

alert. 

Suggested research paper topics 

For your research topic you may: 

(a) Develop your own topic and submit a synopsis for approval by 

Monday, 17 August 2015. 

For example, you could identify one of the more “politically 

courageous” recommendations in the Final Report of Australia’s 

Future Tax System available at 

http://www.taxreview.treasury.gov.au/content/FinalReport.aspx?doc

=html/Publications/Papers/Final_Report_Part_1/index.htm 

Many groups have already released their own tax reform ideas and 

one option might be for you to critique one of these reform proposal 

or even critique a whole proposed package of tax reforms. 

OR 

(b) Select one of the eight suggested topics listed on the 

following pages. 

 

 

http://www.taxreview.treasury.gov.au/content/FinalReport.aspx?doc=html/Publications/Papers/Final_Report_Part_1/index.htm
http://www.taxreview.treasury.gov.au/content/FinalReport.aspx?doc=html/Publications/Papers/Final_Report_Part_1/index.htm
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1 One of the Federal Coalition Government’s key messages in its 

Tax White Paper is fairer taxes.  In the Executive summary of 

the Tax Discussion Paper (page 2) it is suggested that “there are 

opportunities to improve the fairness of the tax 

system.”   However, very little, if any, is mentioned about the 

potential trade-off between more efficient and fairer taxes, or 

between simpler and fairer taxes.  Critically discuss the claim 

that there is scope for making the Australian tax system more 

equitable.  In your answer you should also provide a 

comprehensive review of the concept of fairness as a criterion 

of good tax policy, explain how fairness can be measured in 

practice, consider the impact of taxation on income 

redistribution in Australia and discuss the trade-off between tax 

policy objectives. 

 

 

2 In “Our Problem” of the “Re:think, better tax system, better 

Australia” initiative <http://bettertax.gov.au/problem/tax-

system/> the Australian Federal Government articulated its case 

for tax reform as: 

“There is evidence that the economic costs of Australia’s tax 

system are higher than they need to be. Australia’s tax system 

was designed in a different era, when the economy was very 

different. It was not designed to deal with multinational trade, 

increasing global competition for investment, the internet and 

the digital economy. The implications of an ageing population 

require a fresh approach to tax. 

There are opportunities to simplify Australia’s tax system and 

improve its fairness. Many features of the existing system 

make it less attractive to invest in Australia and limits job 

growth, affecting Australia’s continuing prosperity. Other 

features make it less attractive for people to work. Some 

aspects create unnecessary waste. Across the system there is 

significant complexity. 

Tax reform is an opportunity to unleash Australia’s full 

economic potential, support improved living standards and 

continued prosperity.” 

 Critically evaluate these rationales.  Are these rationales 

fundamentally different from those articulated in the Henry 

Review?  In your discussion, it will be necessary to examine 

empirical evidence relating to the current Australian tax system. 

 

 

https://mail.unsw.edu.au/owa/redir.aspx?C=Lan0HokEk0OPp6o12fmO8SGqIcDDiNIImKp1cdO2vp6lheKMp9NwhqyzzxxUUpKSJbu8AA-bUC8.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fbettertax.gov.au%2fproblem%2ftax-system%2f
https://mail.unsw.edu.au/owa/redir.aspx?C=Lan0HokEk0OPp6o12fmO8SGqIcDDiNIImKp1cdO2vp6lheKMp9NwhqyzzxxUUpKSJbu8AA-bUC8.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fbettertax.gov.au%2fproblem%2ftax-system%2f
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3 In the Tax Discussion Paper (page 34) the following question 

was asked: 

“Discussion Question 4: To what extent should reducing 

complexity be a priority of tax reform?” 

 What is meant by tax complexity and what are it causes?  How 

can tax complexity be measured and what are the effects of 

excessive tax complexity on the economy?  Discuss the 

empirical evidence relating to the level of complexity in the 

Australian tax system?  On the basis of this background 

information, provide your answer to the above discussion 

question. 

 

 

4 Tax reform in Australia tends to omit state and local taxes.  

These often neglected issues were considered in the White Tax 

Paper initiative.  The Tax Discussion Paper (page 151) 

formulated the following question: 

“Discussion Question 52: What are the relative priorities for 

state and local tax reform and why? In considering reform 

opportunities for particular state taxes, what are the broader 

considerations that need to be taken into account to balance 

equity, efficiency and transitional costs?” 

Provide a succinct but comprehensive overview of current state 

and local taxes in Australia.  On this basis, present your answer 

to the above discussion question, paying attention to the issues 

of transitional costs and the potential interaction between 

federal, state and local taxes. 

 

 

5 Entrepreneurship and innovation are clearly important to 

Australia’s continuing prosperity. The Tax Discussion Paper 

(page 104) posed the following question:  

 “Discussion Question 40: What other taxation incentives, 

including changes to existing measures, are appropriate to 

encourage investment in innovation and entrepreneurship?”  

Provide a general discussion on whether tax incentives can 

positively influence the level of innovation and 

entrepreneurship (in any country, not necessarily confined to 

Australia).  On the basis of this background information, 

provide your own analysis and recommendations.  In your 

discussion, other forms of incentives (such as subsidies) should 

also be canvassed.  
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6 Savings, especially those that fund productive investment, are 

critically important for continuing economic growth.  Yet, it 

was claimed in the Executive summary of the Tax Discussion 

Paper (page 3) that “the tax treatment of savings is very 

complex and distorts saving choices.”   Critically evaluate this 

claim from an economic perspective.  What recommendations 

would you like to make to simplify and improve the efficiency 

of tax treatment of savings in Australia?  In your discussion, 

ensure that the empirical evidence relating to the level and 

composition of savings in Australia is reviewed and the 

effective tax rates of major savings types are analysed.  

 

 

7 As there have been no fundamental changes to the GST since it 

was introduced 15 years ago, discussing potential reform of the 

GST is timely if not overdue.  Despite its obvious importance, 

the GST only features once in the list of questions posed in the 

Tax Discussion Paper (page 141):  

 “Discussion Question 51: To what extent are the tax settings 

(that is, the rate, base and administration) for the GST 

appropriate?  What changes, if any, could be made to these 

setting to make a better tax system to deliver taxes that are 

lower, simpler, fairer?” 

 Provide a comprehensive review of the GST in Australian since 

2000.  On this basis, assess the appropriateness of the design of 

the Australian GST, paying particular attention to criteria for 

good tax policy.   Make your own policy recommendations and 

justify them, bearing in mind the knock-on impact of any GST 

reform on the Australian tax system.  

 

 

8 Part of Recommendation 27 in the AFTS Final Report states 

that 

<http://www.taxreview.treasury.gov.au/content/FinalReport.asp

x?doc=html/publications/papers/Final_Report_Part_1/chapter_1

2.htm>: 

“The company income tax rate should be reduced to 25 per 

cent over the short to medium term with the timing subject to 

economic and fiscal circumstances.” 

 Critically assess the above recommendation.  In your discussion 

it is a minimum requirement to consider the revenue impact of 

such a reduction, the impact of regional tax competition, and the 

gap between the company tax rate and the top marginal 

individual income tax rate. 
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Suggested study schedule  
Wk Beginning Module Topic Events and submissions 

1 27 July      1 Australian tax system  

2 3 August      2 Australian tax system 
 

3 10 August      3 Economic efficiency Webinar 1 

4 17 August      4 Economic efficiency 

1. Submission of Synopsis (Monday) 

2. Research Group 1 email Draft Report to Lecturer  (Monday) 

3. Moodle commentary on Groups 1’s Report (by Friday) 

5 24 August      2 Economic efficiency 

1. Research Group 2 email Draft Report to Lecturer (Monday) 

2.   Moodle commentary on Groups 2’s Report (Friday) 

Webinar 2 

6 31 August      3 Equity 

1. Research Group 1 email Final Report to Lecturer (Monday) 

2.  Research Group 3 email Draft Report to Lecturer (Monday) 

3. Moodle commentary on Groups 3’s Report (by Friday) 

7 7 September      4 

Political and  

institutional 

dimensions 

1. Research Group 2 email Final Report to Lecturer (Monday) 

2. Research Group 4 email Draft Report to Lecturer (Monday) 

3. Moodle commentary on Groups 4’s Report (Friday) 

8 14 September      5 
Taxation design  

in an open economy 

1. Research Group 3 email Final Report to Lecturer (Monday) 

2. Research Group 5 email Draft Report to Lecturer (Monday) 

3. Moodle commentary on Groups 5’s Report (Friday) 

Webinar 3 

9 21 September   

1. Research Group 4 email Final Report to Lecturer (Monday) 

2. Research Groups 6 & 7 email Draft Report to Lecturer (Mon) 

3. Moodle commentary on Groups 6 and 7’s Report (Friday) 

Webinar 4 

Mid-semester break from Saturday 26 September to Tuesday 6 October 2015 

(NOTE: Daylight saving begins on Sunday 4 October 2015) 

10 5 October      6 
Income and  

capital taxes 

1. Research Group 5 email Final Report to Lecturer (Monday) 

2. Research Group 8 email Draft Report to Lecturer (Monday) 

3. Moodle commentary on Group 8 Report (Friday) 

11 12 October      6 
Income and  

capital taxes 

1. Research Groups 6 & 7 email Final Report to Lecturer (Mon) 

2. Individual Research Paper (Monday) 

Webinar 5 

12 19 October      7 
Domestic consumption 

and production taxes 

1. Research Groups 8 email Final Report to Lecturer (Monday)  

2. Individual Reflection Report (Monday) 

13 26 October  Course Revision  Webinar 6 

Examination period from Friday 6 November to Saturday 21 November 2015 
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